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Summary 
Using the results of a previous paper ([3]) solutions are obtained of 
the Cauchy Problem for iterated Klein-Gordon operators and wave 
operators. 
1. Introduction 
Consider the operator 
(1.1) (cl -m21Z k-l, 2, . . . 
in an n-dimensional space. The symbol 0 denotes 
b&+...+&-&, 
m is a real number and xo is the time coordinate. 
For I = 1, m # 0 the operator (1.1) is the Klein-Gordon operator which 
plays an important role in relativistic Quantum Field Theory. The iterated 
Klein-Gordon operator appears in higher spin theory (see e.g. [12]). The 
solutions of the equation 
(1.2) ( q - 1322)4l(xo, x) = ( - l)Q(xo, x) 
where x denotes the set of space coordinates (xi, x2 . . . xn), are called the 
fundamental solutions of the iterated Klein-Gordon equation. 
This equation is hyperbolic and one may pose the following Cauchy 
Problem for the function ~($0, x), defined and continuously differentiable 
for x0 > 0. (Derivatives with respect to x0 at x0 = 0 are defined as right-hand 
derivatives) 
! 
(rJ-m2)~u(xo, x)=0 xo>o 
u(0, x) = 0 
$h(O, x)=0 
0 
--- ---- 
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If we want this Cauchy Problem to have a solution in the classical 
sense we should submit the initial data to certain conditions of differ- 
entiability, for which the reader is referred to section 5. We now define 
a function w(xs, X) such that it is equal to U&O, X) for x0 > 0 and vanishes 
for x0< 0. 
Considering w(xo, x) as a distribution, we may now write for x0> 0 
i 
D~w(x~, x) =D%(xo, x) for lkj = 2 Ici Q 21 and ho< 21 
(14 
i-o 
2E 21 
qxo, 4 + 4(4@0) 
where 
Dk= 
&kl 
Bxo”0 bXlk1 . . . bX& 
It follows that w(xs, X) is a solution in distributional sense of the equation 
(14 (0 - m2)zw(xo, x) = ( - l)zs(xo)+(x) 
with the property W(XO, x) = 0 for x0 < 0. It is clear from (1.5) that, if we 
define &J(XO, 2) as that special fundamental solution of (1.2) that vanishes 
for x0< 0, the solution of the Cauchy Problem (1.3) is given by 
(14 w(x0, x)=&,2(X0, x) * 6(X0)$(X) 
or 
(1.7) w(xo, 4 =&z(xo, 4 * d(x) 
where + denotes in (1.6) the convolution product over all the variables 
x0, Xl . . . xn and in (1.7) over the space variables only (in this case xo is 
considered as a parameter). 
The more general Cauchy Problem 
i 
(o-m2)zu(Xo, x)=0 xo>o 
(1JJ) 1 (&(O, x)=$,(x) j=o, 1 . . . 21-l 
has the solution 
(1.9) w(x0, x)= i 
blal 
2i-1 01. . 
Z( > 
b 2i-i-1 &J(XrJ, x) * cpj(X) 
i-1 '*al ."ijX$a...bXnQn jGO G 
Jql<2Z-2i 
where lgl= i 9~ and IXZ,~~...~~ is the coefficient of the term ~oa”h~l . . . 68~ 
i-l 
in the expansion of (&a + . . . + &$ - &,s - m2)l. W(XO, z) is again a distribution 
equal to U(XO, x) for x0 > 0 and vanishing for x0< 0. 
The distribution d&x0, z) is called the fundamental solution of the 
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Cauchy Problem. In this paper we will construct &,,&s, X) from the 
general fundamental solution of the iterated Klein-Gordon operator. Obvi- 
ously the class of these fundamental solutions is invariant under a Lorentz 
Transformation. Later on it will appear that the fundamental solution 
which vanishes for xs<O is uniquely determined and hence it will be 
invariant under a proper Lorentz Transformation (not changing the 
direction of time). 
First we construct the general Lorentz invariant fundamental solution 
of (1.2) by means of Fourier Transformation. According to GARDINCI ([7]) 
Lorentz invariance is preserved under Fourier Transformation. Denoting 
the Fourier Transform of V(XO, x) by P[v(xo, x)] we obtain: 
(1.10) P[ff(xo, x)] = (m2+P)-z+h(h, 4 
where k is the set of momentum variables (ki, lez . . . kn) and ko corresponds 
to x0. P is the quadratic form kis+ ka2+. . . + kn2 -ko2 and h(ko, lc) is the 
general solution of 
(1.11) (m2+ P)Zh(ko, k) = 0. 
Hence h(Eo, k) is a distribution concentrated on the two sheets of the 
hyperboloid ~2s + P = 0. The only parts of this hyperboloid that are in- 
variant under a proper Lorentz transformation are its upper and lower 
sheet $0 > 0 respectively lea < 0). 
It follows that h(ka, k) is alinear combination of &(m2 + P) and 6-(ms -I- P), 
concentrated on respectively the upper and the lower sheet, and their 
Lorentz invariant derivatives &o)(m2 + P) for j = 1, 2 . . . I - 1. 
The general Lorentz invariant solution of (1.2) may now be written as 
follows : 
( v(xo, X)=F-qm2+-P)-q+ 
(1.12) 
i: 
z-1 Z-l 
+ jzo VF-l[G+(j) (m2 + P)] + 2 c~-p-~[&u~(~2 + p)] 
i=o 
where cj+ and cj- are arbitrary complex numbers. In a previous paper 
([3]) the Fourier Transforms of (ms + P)-J and W(ms + P) where calcu- 
lated by means of the formula 
(1.13) (Tn?+P & iO)-J=(m2+P)-jFk (i (-~)i-l~wl~(naz+P) j=l, 2, . . . . 
For j = 1 the distribution (ms + P+ iO)-j was defined as 
(m2 + P + iO)-1 = Ii+? (m2 + P + isP’)-1 
where P’ is an arbitrary positive definite quadratic form. 
The distribution (n22 + P)-1 is defined as a Cauchy Principal value. For 
other positive integer values of j these distributions were defined by means 
of the application of a suitable differential operator. 
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For details the reader is referred to [3]. 
It follows that the Fourier Transforms of (mz+P)f and &i-1)(&$-P) 
are linear combinations of the transforms of (m2+ P -& iO)-j (which may 
be found e.g. in [6] ; for a different treatment of these transforms see [lo]). 
To obtain the general solution (1.12) we need the Fourier Transforms 
of &(i)(m2+ P) in stead of the transform of 8(3’)(wG+P). In the case where 
j = 0 they were calculated by De Jager ([S] or [9]) by means of a Hilbert 
splitting of the Fourier Transform of d(m2tP). 
In section 3 of this paper we demonstrate a new method to obtain the 
Fourier Transforms of &(m2 + P) and their derivatives 8*(3)(& + P). It 
follows that by then the general solution (1.12) is completely known. 
To solve the Cauchy Problem (1.3) we need a special solution (1.12) 
which vanishes for x0 < 0. It is shown in section 4 that this condition is 
satisfied if we take all the coefficients cji in (1.12) equal to zero, except 
for j=l--1 where 
. (-l)Z-1 
c,+_,= -c,,=zn 
(Z-l)! * 
The fundamental solution of the Cauohy Problem LI~,E(xo, x) is then 
given by 
dn,z(Xo, x) = l+qm2+P)-q 
+& (-lY-l p-1[~'z-l'(m2+p)-(j'4-1'(m2+p)] 
(Z-l)! + 
and it is shown that for x02 0 this equals 
(1.14) L&&O, x) = 2P-l[(m2+ P)-q. 
It follows that for the actual computation of &,z(xo, x), we only need 
the Fourier Transform of (&+P)-l. 
In section 5 we consider the uniqueness and regularity of the solution. 
If we let m go to zero in (1.14) we expect to obtain the solution of the 
Cauchy Problem for the iterated wave operator. However the distribution 
P-Z for 12 n+ l/2 was not defined in the authors previous paper. Never- 
theless formula (1.14) may be maintained in a slightly different form 
when m= 0 as will be shown in section 6. 
Special cases of the results of this paper may be found in the literature 
in various degrees of generality. The Klein-Gordon equation and wave 
equation have been discussed among others by SCHWARTS [16], METHEE 
[13], LAVOINE [11] DE JAGER [9] and RAPS MUSTAPHA [la]. 
The iterated Klein-Gordon equation was treated by BOWMAN and 
HARRIS [2], using contour integration and regularization of divergent 
Sonine integrals. An investigation of the singularities of fundamental 
solutions of Cauchy Problems for hyperbolic operators by means of plane 
wave methods may be found in a paper by BOROVIKOV [l]. 
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Finally we remark that all distributions appearing in this paper are 
defined on the space X’ of testfunctions cp(xo, x), where Q?(XO, x) is a C”- 
function, rapidly decreasing at infinity. 
Aclmowledgement 
The author wishes to thank Prof. Dr. E. M. de Jager for the stimulating 
discussions on the material contained in this paper. 
2. The distributions (m2+ P f ik#-z. 
The Wightman-type distribution (m2 + P F ii&O)-Z is defined as 
lim (m2 + P&Z 
E-Y!=0 
where P,J is the result of replacing the j-th variable lcj in the quadratic 
expression P = 3 grs I%,& by I%~ + in. 
r..S-0 
One easily shows that 
(2.1) P,,i = P + 2iS i gjm km - E2 gjj. 
m=o 
We assume that P is non-degenerated and hence we may define an 
operator Lp by 
(2.2) 
where the matrix (grz) is the inverse of (grS). Analogous to the method 
used in the author’s previous paper [3] we consider 
(2.3) [m2 + P,, jla+l 
for complex il. In most cases this will not be an analytic function of A, 
contrary to the situation in [3], where we considered [m2+ P+icP’]. 
(P’ being a positive definite quadratic form in Ice, kr, . . . Icn). The only 
case where analytioity remains is the one where P has the canonical form 
and 
P=k12+k22 .., +k,2--02 
This is due to the fact that m2 + P,, 0 is nowhere zero in contrast to m2 + P, j 
(j # 0). Restricting ourselves to this case we may proceed along the same 
lines as in [3] and obtain: 
(m2+P-&0)-l= lim (m2fP,,)-1 
E--f-!-O 
(2.4) = (m2+P)Lp[loglm2+PI+in0(-mz-P){B(-ko)-8(ko))] 2n-4 -- 
4m2 4m2 
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where we have used the formula: 
lim log (m2+P+a2-2kke) 
e-t+0 
=log lm2+PI+ine(-m2-P)(e(-Ico)-e(ko)). 
The reduction of the functional 
has already been given in [3] and hence we need only to consider 
(2.5) 
Since the region ms + P < 0 (the support of 0( - m2 -P)) does not contain 
the hyperplane As= 0, one may easily show that (2.5) is equal to (see 
also [3]) 
-~(m2+P)(e(-leo)-e(ko))=6+(m2+P)-6-(m2+P). 
Hence we have 
(2.6) (m2+P q= ikoO)-l=(m2+P)-1 q= i~~6-(m2+P)-6+(m2+P)). 
Using the operator D$ = - (rns+P)L~ + 4(A + l)(A + n/2) we obtain (cf. [3]) 
(?.G+P 7 &O)-Z=(mZ+P)-l =F 
(2.7) ia E& (6’1~l’(m2+P)-q-1 (mZ+P)}. 
3. The inverse Fourier Transforms of &(Z-l) (m2+ P) 
In this section we need the following lemma due to DE JAGER and 
SEELEY ([S] or 1191). 
Lemma Let g(ki, k2 . . . kn, ko+ ivo) be holomorphic in the upper half 
plane we> 0 or in the lower half plane VO< 0 for all real kl, Its . . . E,. The 
function g(ki, lc2 . . . k,, rE0 + ivo) can be majorised in any region IWO]> 6 > 0 
a.8 follows 
Ig(h, k2 *-a k,, ko+ivo)I<C, -j) (l+~j2)~iIko+ivol~o 
i=l 
where pj (i=O, 1, 2 . . . n) are integers independent of 6. 
If lim g(kl, k2 . . . lc,, Ice + ivo) exists in the distributional sense on the 
%-+fO 
space S then 
lim g(ki, k2 . . . k,, Es+ivs) 
prO-&O 
is the nf l-dimensional Fourier Transform of a distribution belonging 
to S’ and vanishing for xs < 0 if vo + + 0 or vanishing for $0 > 0 if vo -+ - 0. 
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It is not difficult to show that 
(wG+P,,o)-z= ((m2f k12+ . . . +k,2- (k&&)2)-~ 
satisfies all the conditions of the lemma and hence we have 
(3.1) P-l[(m2+ P - &0)-q = 0 for xl) < 0. 
Using (2.7) it follows 
(3.2) P-l[(m2+P)-Z]=isz ‘(;;y P-yd’k-1’(m2+P)-6y-1’(m2+ P)] 
for xo<o 
and in the same way 
(3.3) P-l[(m2+P)-q=in ((;J’I;; F-1[S’4-l’(m2+P)-6(1-1)(m2+P)] 
for x0> 0. 
Since F-l [(m” + P)-l] is even in x0 it follows that 
P-l[d+(Z-l)(m2+ P) - 6-(~-l)(m2+ P)] is odd in x0. 
Summarizing we may write 
( 
s-1[d$--1’(m2+P)-6’1-1’(m2+P)]= 
(3.4 
1 
zzz 
(- 1)1-l@-- l)! sign x0 
in 
P-l[(m2+ q-q + h(x0) 
where h(xo) is a distribution concentrated on the hyperplane x0 = 0. The 
left hand side and the first term on the right hand side of (3.4) are invariant 
under a Lorentz transformation leaving xi2 + ~22 + . . . + x$ - x02 invariant 
and not changing the sign of x0. 
Hence h(xa) must be concentrated in the origin. Now, as e.g. GHRDINCT 
[7] or METHEE [13] showed, any Lorentz invariant distribution oonoen- 
trated in the origin has the form 
~[016(x1, x2 *** x?z, x0) 
where R is an arbitrary polynomial and 0 denotes 
&+...+&&. 
?a2 
On the other hand I should be odd in xo and we may conclude that 
h(xa) G 0 and hence 
= (- lF(J- 111 sign x0 F-l~(m2+P)-zl 
in 
Using the fact that g+(Z-l)(m2+P)+8-(Z-u(m2+ P)=d(Z-l)(&+P) we can 
now calculate very easily P-l[&(l-l)(ma -I- P)] from the inverse transforms 
of (ma+ P)-l and 6(Z-l)(ms+ P). 
9 Indagationes 
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We obtain 
F-l[6yl’(m2+P)]=~F[s(~-l)(m2+P)] -& 
(- WV-111 f&v0 F-1Ctm2+PJ-ll 
25s 
It may be remarked at this point that due to the results of [3] the same 
formula holds for the Fourier Transforms instead of the inverse Fourier 
Transforms. Using these results for I= 1 one may write down the various 
Green’s functions for the Klein-Gordon equation. For this the reader is 
referred to DE JAGER [S] or [9]. 
4. The fwadamental solution of the Cawhy Problem for the iterated Klein- 
Gordon operator 
It has been shown in the introduction that the general Lorentz invariant 
solution of the equation 
(4-l) (0 -m2)Zw(x0, x) = ( - 1)z6(x~, x) 
is given by 
(4.2) W(XO, x) = F-l[(m2+ P)-l+ h(ko, k)] 
where 
l-l 
(4.3) h(ko, k) = 2 [ct ST (m2+ P) + cc Sci, (m2f P)] 
i-o 
In order to obtain the fundamental solution of the Cauchy Problem we 
should select h(ko, k) such that W(XO, x) vanishes for ZOO< 0. Prom the 
results of section 3 it follows that this is actually the case if we take 
(4.4) h(ko, k) = i3z :;; I;r’ [6$-l) (m2+ P) - #kl) (m2+ P)] 
The right hand side of (4.2) is then equal to 
P-l[(m2+P-&00)-l] 
and according to the lemma stated in section 3 this is a distribution 
vanishing for x0< 0. 
Hence the fundamental solution of the Cauchy Problem A%,~(xo, x) is 
given by 
A,J(xo, x) = P-l[(m2 + P+ &0)-l] = 
= P-l[(m2 + P)-l] + 
* (-l)'-l P-1[6~-l)(m2+P)-6'1-l)(m2+P)] 
onJ (Z-l)! 
which according to (3.3) may be written as 
(4.5) 
dlz,@O, x) = 2P-l[(m2+ P)-l] for x0> 0 
&,Z(~O, x) = 0 for x0< 0. 
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The solution of the Cauchy Problem (1.3) is given by 
u(xo, x) =&,z(Xo, x) * $(x) 
where dn,l(xo, x) is defined by (4.5). 
We will now calculate dn,l(xO, x) for xo>O. 
From the results of [3] it follows that we may also write 
&z (x0, x)= (2n;n+l -wm2+-wl for x0> 0. 
The Fourier Transform of (ms + P)-2 was calculated in the authors previous 
paper. Using this result we obtain for x0> 0 
&z (x0, x) = 
~~((12'1)'2)---1 
21 _ 
(4.6) 
1(2n)(“f1)/2 (a- 1) ! - 
K(cn+l)/z,-E{~(&+iO)~) K((n+l),z)-l (m(Q-i0)") , 
(&+iO)tu(75+l)~2)-z) - (&-~()),(((n+1,/2)4) 1 
where K,(z) is the modified Besselfunction of order v and Q is the dual 
form of P. 
In our case Q= x12+x22+ . . . +xns-x02= -es, After some straight for- 
ward calculations we obtain 
(4.7) An,z(xo, x)=0 for es< 0. 
Hence Alz,l(xo, x) = 0 outside the forward light cone while 
i 
&,z (xo, x) = 
(-l)l+lmm+1,/2)-1 
(4.8) 
g((n+1)/2)+z,((n-1)/2)e((n+1)/2)-z 
I ( 
J((n+l)/~)-~ 0~2) sin T n3z + Y((n+1)/2)-z (me) cosn; 
1 
when es > 0 and x0> 0 i.e. inside the forward light cone ; J,, denotes the 
ordinary Besselfunction and Y,, the Neumannfunction of order v. 
It is obvious from (4.8) that different results will be obtained for spaces 
of an even or odd number of dimensions. Singularities of An,l(xo, x) will 
appear on the light-cone $’ = 0. If these singularities have the form of 
distributions concentrated on the light cone (i.e. 6($)-type singularities) 
they cannot be deduced from (4.8). Hence it is necessary to consider 
(4.6) for small values of IQ] = I- ~21. We will do this for n even and odd 
separately. 
Taking first n = 2s+ 1 we have 
( 
A2s+1,z(xo, 4= 
(4.9) ms-Z+li Gz+l{m(Q + i(V) 
= 2z-i(2n)5+l(z- l)! 
_ JL+&NQ - iO)*) 
(Q + iO)h-J+l) (Q - iO)k(s-z+1) 1 
s=o, 1, 2, . . . 
l=l,2 , . . . . . . 
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The modified Besselfunction of integer order Kn(x) has a series expansion 
of which we need only the following terms to obtain information about 
the singular character of K,(z) for x-0. (of. [5]) 
12-l 
(4.10) K,(z)=~-n(z)=~I~~(-1)1(Bz)2j-n @-;,-l)! +*** n= 1, 2 . . . 
Ko(x) and the omitted terms in (4.10) are integrable. 
From (4.9) and (4.10) it is clear that d sS+l,~(x~, x) has non-integrable 
singularities on the light-cone if I< s only. 
In this case we reduce (4.9) for I&[ ~0 to a series of terms that have 
the following form (C, is a constant depending on Ic) 
1 le=l, 2 . . . s-z+1. 
According to the results of [3] these terms are equal to 
%“Ck H W-l)(&) = %,&k - (-lJk &k-l)(-Q2) 
(k-l)! 
(remark that L does not take any of the values excluded in [3]). After 
some simple calculations we obtain 
1 
dZs+l, z&o, 4 = 
(4.11) (-m2)s-Zfl 
1 
2s-z+1e(e2)J,-z+l(me) 
= 9s+l&-l)! * (me)*-l+l 
+ siz ( - m2/4)-3-l 
i-o (s-Z-j)! d(Q?2) I 
Z=l, 2 . . . . . . 
s=o, 1, 2 . . . 
where for I> s the second term at the right-hand side of (4.11) should be 
omitted. If n = 2s the calculations are a bit more complicated as the order 
of the occurring Besselfunctions is no longer integer and we cannot use 
the series expansion (4.10). In this case we use 
(4.12) 
and the series expansion 
u4 = ,zo $;y;y 1) - 
Again singularities on the light cone only appear when Zgs. 
Formula (4.6) may then for small values of I&] be reduced to a series 
of terms of the following form 
(4.13) ck 
1 
(&+iO)k+* - (&-:0)x-++ 1 lc=o, 1 .. . s-z. 
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Using 
(Q + iO)* = e*tni( -Q)* for Q< 0 
= Q" for Q>O 
we reduce (4.13) to 
(4.14) c* et-Q) e(e2) k ( _ Q)k++ = Gk &=+l k=O, 1 . . . s-l. 
Hence no @@)-type singularities appear in spaces of even dimension. The 
singularities of the type (4.14) are included in (4.8) as is obvious from 
the well-known behaviour of the function Y8-l+&) for 2~0. 
We may therefore write Azs,l as follows 
(4.15) A2s, z(xo, x) = 
rns-l+& f3(e2)( - 1)1+8+1 Y,-l+* (me) 
pi-1+&&-t QW” I= 1, 2 . . . 
s= 1, 2 . . . 
It is possible to reduce (4.15) to a form which is analogous to (4.11) if 
we introduce the Struve function of order Y : H”(Z). 
Between Y,(x) and I&( ) x we have the following relation (cf. [5]). 
(4.16) 
For v = 3c+ $ (k: a positive integer) the integral reduces to the Laplace 
Transform of a polynomial in ta and we obtain after some simple reductions : 
( - m2)s-l+l Q2) 
(4.17) 
A2s*@o, 4= 22s+l~s-$(~-l)! * 
2sfJf312 H+l+*(rne) 
. 
m(mp)s-i++ 
+ SiZ (..,.-m2/4)-j-1 1 ‘j+l 
0 I ix0 (s-l-f)! ; 
where the second term on the right hand side is again omitted for I> s. 
In both formulas (4.11) and (4.17) the first term contains no singularities 
while the second term is the singular part which is of a different character 
depending on whether the space dimension is even or odd. In both cases 
the singular part occurs only if 1 <s i.e. if the order of the differential 
equation (21) is smaller than or equal to the space dimension (n). 
Using well-known recurrence formulas for Besselfunctions we can derive 
several recurrence relations between the A,,2 for different values of n and 1. 
We mention 
(4.18) 
(4.19) A,,l= r(z+k)(-l)kA.,~+k. 
m 
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Finally we remark that our results are in agreement with Hadamards 
“method of descent”. Consider 
SrnAl,, 1 (x0, x) ax1 ax‘&? . . . axj. 
--M 
Introducing spherical coordinates in the j-dimensional space Rj we obtain 
r J An, l(r2+ Ra)rJ-rdrdoj 
0 Q3 
where rs = ~1st . . . + xjs, R2 = xfebl + . . . + xn2 -x$ and oj is the surface 
element of the unit sphere Qj in Rf. 
Applying the results of this section we obtain integrals 
Performing the integration over Q, we obtain 
2(3-W2 7 Kv{m(r2 + R2 rt iO)*) ri-l ar 
-El%0 (r2+ R2 &- iO)t” ’ 
This integral is of the Sonine-Gegenbauer type (see e.g. [5]) and is easily 
calculated. After some elementary reductions we obtain 
(4.20) S+mAn,z(~o, x)axlax2 . . . axj=d.-j,I(xo, x). 
.co 
Formula (4.20) illustrates Hadamard’s method of descent in this case. 
5. Uniqueness and regularity of the solutions 
To prove the uniqueness of the fundamental solution An,l(xo, x) let y(x0, x) 
be an other solution of the Cauchy Problem, viz. 
(cl - m2)zy(xo, x) = ( - l)zqxo, x) xo>o 
y&o, x) = 0 xo<o. 
Since the support of Alz,z(xo, x) is the interior of the light cone (e2> 0) 
and the support of y(xo, x) is the half space xo > 0, the intersection of the 
supports of A,&,-,, E) and y(xo---0, x--t) is bounded for each finite (x0, x). 
This is a sufficient condition for the existence of the convolution product 
Alz,z(xo, x) * y(xo, x) (see [17]) and we may write the following sequence 
of equalities : 
y(xo, 4 = qxo, x) * y&o, x) 
= (- l)z(O --m2)z&,z(xo, xl* y&o, 4 
= ( - l)zAn,z(xo, x) * (0 - m2)zy(xo, x) 
= (- l)z&,z(xo, x) * (- l)zS(xo, x) 
=&,z(xo, 4. 
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Hence we may conclude that d,,r(x~, x) is the unique fundamental 
solution of the Cauchy Problem 
1 
(jJ-m2)~u(x~, x)=0 xo>o 
(5.1) 
( ). & 3 u(O, 2) = 4j (4 j=o, 1 ) . . . 21-l. 
If w(zo, x) is a distribution equal to U&O, X) for x0> 0 and vanishing 
for x0< 0 we have (cf. the introduction) 
1 26-l zi-j-1 
(5.2) 4x0, 4= I: 
@I i3 
w,gl...@z 
i=l i3xpl . . . 4 > bx2 j=o Tiz) 
& 1(x0,4 * &4 
lqlG22-2i 
where ]q] = i qt. 
i=l 
Next we consider the regularity of the solution (5.2). The distribution 
W(XO, X) is a solution in the classical sense if it corresponds to a Cal-function 
(i.e. a function that is 21 times continuously differentiable on &+I). To 
obtain a solution w(x0, x) E 01 we should submit the initial data to certain 
conditions of differentiability. 
In order to obtain these conditions we first suppose k< s and n = 2s + 1. 
In that case &+l,~ (x0, X) has S(@‘) type singularities, of which the most 
singular one is &s-l)($). In the solution (5.2) will appear terms 
BZl-j-1 
bxoqo . . . bxflqn 
d(s-q@2) * yj(x). 
If plj(x) E cs-1 this can be written as 
a21-j-1 b 
s LO 
S-1 
bxoqo . . . bx, @n Q 2r br 
rpj(x+rco)r2S-l dQ 1 ?wo 
where rs = i tis, [s = rwi and Q is the unit sphere in R, with surface 
i=l 
measure dQ (cf. [6], [S]). 
Hence if we want w(x0, x) to be in Cal we must require that Ye be 
21 f 2Z- j - 1 + s - I = 3Z $ s - j - 1 times continuously differentiable. 
For n = 2s, k<s we found that &,l(zo, x) had power type singularities 
(cf. 4.17) with highest order term (l/e 2 s ) - I+*. After some calculations one 
obtains again that FJ(X) should be 3Z+s - j- 1 times continuously differ- 
entiable for a solution in the classical sense. 
Finally we should consider the case I> s. 
The singular terms in &,&ro, x) disappear, and from the behaviour 
of the functions J&z) and H,(x) for v < 0 it follows that d,,Jxo, x) is regular, 
containing lowest order terms 6($) (e 2 1 ) - (n+r)/s. One easily sees that after 
I- [n/2] differentiations (where [n/2] denotes the greatest integer smaller 
than or equal to n/2 one) still has an integrable function. Hence it follows 
from (5.2) that &r) should be 2Z+ 2Z- j - 1 - (I - [n/2]) = 3Zf [n/2] - j - 1 
times continuously differentiable. 
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Summarizing we obtained that for all 1 we should require 
(5.3) (J+(x) E C3z+Inm-3-1 
in order to obtain solutions in the classical sense for the Cauchy problem 
(5.1). If we take plj(x) such that they depend on rs= 2 ~$2 only we easily 
i=l 
see that the condition (5.3) can not be weakened. 
6. The iterated wave operator 
To obtain the fundamental solution D&Q,, x) of the Cauchy Problem 
for the 1 times iterated wave operator we take the limit for m + 0 in the 
results of section 4. To show that this limiting procedure is allowed we 
need the following lemma (cf. [6] Vol. II). 
Lemma If in a space of test functions @ a sequence q3* for Y --+ yo 
tends strongly to a limit ~0 and moreover a sequence of functionals fy E @’ 
converges weakly to fo, the following limit exists: 
lim <fv, ~)a = cf0, q0> 
Y-wD 
In our case we consider 
<(U-m2)z&,z, $(x0,4> = c&z, (o-m2)z+(xo, x)> =(-l)z$(O, 0). 
For m + 0 we obviously have the strong limit 
lim (O-m2)Z$(x0, x)= q Z&rs, x). 
Wb-+O 
Now if the weak limit 
(‘3.1) lim &,z (XO, 4 =&z (x0,4 
Qll-bO 
exists we have according to the lemma: 
<&,I, q z#(xo, x)> = <Oz-%,z, $(x0,4> =(-l)zqW, 0). 
Since all the An,z(xg, X) vanish for ~0~0, so will Dn,z(~g, x) and hence 
D&G-,, x) is the fundamental solution of the Cauchy problem 
1 q qxo, x) = 0 xo>o (6.2) ( )’ Lo 3 WA x)=$w) j=o, 1 . . . 21-l. 
For 1~ (n- 1)/2 it is easy to show that the limit (6.1) exists. We consider 
limits of the form 
(6.3) lim m((f3+1)/2f-Z &(n+l)/z)-z {m(&kio)*) 
lW-90 (& & ~qtwn+lv2)-z) * 
For small values of the argument z we have 
K,(x) - *I+)(&)-+ for Y> 0 
- QI+)($z)Y for Y< 0 
N - log2 for Y=O. 
Hence the limit (6.3) is for @+1)/2-Z>> eqwd to 
(6.4) 
lim 
,(@+1)‘2)-~r(((,+ 1)/2)-Z) 2(W-1)/2)-Z) 
= ??%+O ~((n+lva)-z (& * g))((n+1)/2)-z 
ly((n+ 1)/2)-Z) 2((71--1)/2)--2 = 
(Q & io)((la+lv2)-z - 
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Applying (6.3) and (6.4) to (4.6) we obtain after some reductions 
Dm, z (x0,4 = lim A, z (~0, x) 
m+O 
(6.5) 
zz 
2-‘Jz F(((n+ 1)/q -Z) . 
3j”+w F(Z) 
l 
1 
. 
(&+qun+lva-z - (Q40):1n+l~~2,-" * 
I 
It is obvious that again different results will be obtained depending on 
the dimension of the space. Taking first n= 2s+ 1 we find 
1 
(6.6) D2s+1,z = 22z-1nsr(z) d(s-z'(e2) Zgs=(n-1)/2 
while for W= 2s we have 
(6.7) t 
Dzs l=J,(Q2) (-l)s-zr(s-z++) ’ 
ns++lyZ) 221-l (QZ)eZ+& Zgs=n/2. 
For Z> (n-i- 1)/2 the situation is more complicated, since the limits (6.3) 
do not exist for Z> (n+ 1)/S. 
However using the formula 
Kv(4 = 2 ,i”, ye (I-, (‘) -I” (‘))’ 
the series expansion 
u4=wk~o &y+1) 
and the fact that for il=O, I, 2 . . . 
(Q+iO)l= (Q-i0)” 
one may demonstrate that the limit of their difference: 
lim mW+1)/2 {MQ+W) _ K((n+l)/z)-~{m(&-iO)~} 
-0 (Q + iO)WW/W) (Q - i())a- (((n+l)M--l) 1 
does exist and equals 
(6.8) D,, z (x0,4 = Q2) 
(e2)z-(n+l)12 
22z-lr(z)r(z- (n+ 1)/2)n-(fl+1)‘2 (Zs- (n+ l/)2). 
(Cf. COURANT HILBERT [4]; RIESZ [15]). 
Formulas (6.6), (6.7) and (6.8) hold for xo > 0 while for xo < 0 
Dn,E(XO, 4 = 0. 
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Formulas (6.6) and (6.7) may also be obtained by using 
Lln,&o, x) = 2P”-l[(m2+P)-~] 1<42 
and taking the limit for m -+ 0 
(6-g) Da,l(XO, x) = 21r-i[P-Z] l<n/2. 
Calculation of the Fourier Transform in (6.9) again leads to (6.6) and (6.7). 
For Z>n/2 difficulties arise when I=(%+ 1)/2+k (k=O, 1,2 . ..) and n odd, 
because for these values of I the distribution P-i is not defined until now 
(of. [3]). This is a consequence of the fact that < (P+iO)“, y> are mero- 
morphic functions of 1 with simple poles at 1= - (n + 1)/S - k. For I < n + l/2 
we have 
P-l=&{(P+io)-~+(P-io)-q. 
Now the residues of (P + iO)l andl(P - i0)” are equal except for their sign 
and hence 
<(P+io)“+ (P-io”, fp> 
is an entire function of 1. 
Calculation of the Fourier Transform 
~-lr~~~+~~~"+~~-~~a~)~=-,,,+,,,,,-,l 
is possible by means of analytic continuation with respect’to 3, into the 
region Reil< - (n+ 1)/2. This calculation leads to a formula which turns 
out “a posteriori” to be exactly the same result as (6.8). It follows that 
we may write 
lim P-1[(m2 + P)-E] = S-l[P-z] 
?R$-+O 
provided that we define P-l for I= (n+ 1)/2 + k (n odd) by 
P-~=g{(P+iO)“+(P-iO)~},=-~, 
Hence the formula 
W-9) &,z(Xf-J, x) = 2F-l[P4] 
may be maintained for all values of 1 if we agree to define P--((n+l)lz)-k as 
P-((n+l)‘2)-k = Q ((P-t ioy + (P - iO)i) a= -((a+l),z)-p 
As a consequence of formulas (6.6) (6.7) and (6.8) we immediately find 
that for wave phenomena, whose propagation is ruled by the wave operator 
or its iterates, Huyghens Principle in its strict form only holds as long 
as the dimension of space is odd and the order of iteration 1 is smaller 
than or equal to (n- 1)/2. In the other cases we obtain power type funda- 
mental solutions and signals get blurred during propagation. 
Analogous to section 5 we can derive conditions for the initial data &x) 
in order that the Cauchy Problem (6.2) has a solution in the classical 
sense. As could be expected we obtain condition (5.3) again, i.e. 
&j(x) E @~+En/21+--1~ 
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